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Nonergodic states of charged colloidal suspensions: Repulsive and attractive glasses and gel
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Two types of isotropic disordered nonergodic states exist in colloidal suspensions: glasses and gels. The
difference between the two is that the nonergodicity, or elasticity, of gel stems from the existence of a
percolated network, while that of glass stems from caging effects. Despite this clear difference in the origin of
nonergodicity, it is not straightforward to distinguish the two states in a clear manner. Taking a Laponite
suspension as an explicit example, we propose a general phase diagram for charged colloidal systems. It
follows that a transition from the glass to the gel state can be induced by changing the interparticle interactions
from predominantly repulsive to attractive. This originates from the competition between electrostatic Cou-
lomb repulsion and van der Waals attraction. If the repulsion dominates, the system forms a Wigner glass,
while in a predominantly attractive situation it forms a gel. In the intermediate region, where both repulsive and
attractive interactions play roles, it may form an attractive glass.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.031404 PACS number~s!: 82.70.Dd, 83.80.Hj, 82.70.Gg, 05.70.Fh
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I. INTRODUCTION

Both colloidal gels and glasses are interesting solid~or
jammed @1–3#! states of soft condensed matter with sta
elasticity. They are similar in the sense that both are i
nonergodic disordered state@4#. The difference between ge
and glass is rather clear in their ideal limits. The elasticity
gel stems from percolated infinite network@5#, while that of
glass stems from caging effects@6#. A gel is inhomogeneous
over the characteristic length scale of the network,j, and has
a hierarchic structural organization, while a glass is ess
tially homogeneous for interparticle distancesl̄ , a few times
larger than the radius. Despite this clear difference in
ideal limits, it may not be straightforward to distinguish the
experimentally@7#.

As an explicit example, we consider here suspension
charged colloidal clay particles, Laponite. In suspensi
when the particle concentration exceeds a few percent, La
nite forms a very uniform, isotropic soft solid state. The is
tropic nonergodic state has recently attracted consider
attention. It has been proposed to be a colloidal glass@7–10#,
but is also very often called a colloidal gel@11–18#, a situa-
tion that is quite confusing. In particular, the kinetics of ‘‘s
lidification’’ or jamming should be called ‘‘aging’’ for
glasses, but ‘‘gelation’’ for gel formation. These two pr
cesses are physically quite different. At the same time, h
ever, both processes can be characterized by the appea
of elasticity and nonergodicity.

In this paper, we consider the differences and similarit
between glasses and gels, and how we can distinguish
two states, employing Laponite suspensions as a conc
example.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF DISORDERED STATES OF
COLLOIDAL SUSPENSIONS

Before starting the discussion, we need to make c
definitions of the various nonergodic and ergodic states
served in colloidal suspensions~see also Fig. 1!.
1063-651X/2004/69~3!/031404~6!/$22.50 69 0314
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A. Classification of nonergodic disordered states
in colloidal suspensions

1. Attractive gel

We define gel as a multicomponent fluid, which satisfi
the following requirements.

~i! It is in a nonergodic disordered state.
~ii ! At least one of its components forms an infinite elas

network and thus is percolated mechanically. For the n
work to be elastic on a typical observation time scale,
necessary condition is that the lifetime of junction point
sufficiently long, orE/kBT@1 ~whereE is the depth of the
attractive potential! @19#.

~iii ! The characteristic length of the network between
two adjacent junctions,j, is much larger than the size of th
colloids.

2. Attractive and repulsive glass

Encompassing both attractive and repulsive glasses,
define colloidal glass as~i! a colloidal system in a noner

FIG. 1. Schematic figures representing repulsive~‘‘Wigner’’ !
colloidal glass~a!, attractive glass~b!, and gel~c!. Each thick line
represents a Laponite disk, while a white ellipsoid represents
range of electrostatic repulsions. In~a!, long-range electrostatic re
pulsions dominate. In~b!, attractive interactions affect the spati
distribution~i.e., the structure factor! but repulsive interactions stil
play the predominant role in the slow dynamics of the system
~c!, attractive interactions play a dominant role; a percolated n
work forms, which gives the system its elasticity.
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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godic disordered state,~ii ! whose elasticity primarily origi-
nates from caging effects, and~iii ! whose characteristic
length scale is of the order of the interparticle distancel̄ ;
there is no static inhomogeneity beyondl̄ . The repulsive
glass, the conventional glassy state of colloidal systems w
hard-core repulsive interactions, is perhaps easier to un
stand than the attractive glass. If crystallization is avoid
above a certain volume fraction of particles the system w
jam, i.e., reorganization of the structure becomes exce
ingly difficult. The result is that the system will fall out o
equilibrium: a glassy state is formed. An attractive gla
should become possible if the depth of the attractive weE
is in the order ofkBT and particle concentrationf is still
high enough for the system to ‘‘jam.’’ We underline therefo
that even in ‘‘attractive glass,’’ repulsive~steric! interactions
play the main role, which makes it different from the g
state discussed above.

B. Ergodic states in colloidal suspensions

An ergodic-nonergodic transition in colloidal glass is us
ally called a liquid-glass transition. On the other hand,
ergodic-nonergodic transition in gel is called a sol-gel tra
sition. Both transitions can be induced by changing the c
centration of colloids, the interactions~e.g., by controlling
the Debye screening length!, and/or the temperature. Th
suggests that there may also be a significant difference e
in the ergodic liquid state. A sol state would then be char
terized by the presence of clusters with a finite lifetime a
may consequently be inhomogeneous, which crucially diff
from a homogeneous liquid state. This indicates the poss
ity of a liquid-to-sol transition in an ergodic regime.

III. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
GELS AND GLASSES

Gels and glasses are similar in their mechanical prope
and dynamics. Density fluctuations in these systems con
of two modes: small-amplitude dynamically fluctuating a
frozen-in components. In an ergodic state, the former
called~fast-!b mode while the latter is calleda mode, using
the terminology of dynamics of supercooled liquids@6#. Ap-
proaching the ergodic-nonergodic transition, the relaxat
time of thea mode diverges, while that of theb mode is
basically unchanged. Experimentally, the dynamical beh
ior of glasses and gels can be quite similar@4#.

However, there are crucial differences. The gel intrin
cally has a hierarchic structure. Its elementary mechan
unit consists usually of chainlike aggregates of particles
is therefore much larger than the particle size. On the o
hand, the elementary mechanical unit of glass is a part
itself. Quite generally, the elasticity of a material is given
the following fundamental relation that holds for both rep
sive and attractive systems:

G;kBTc / l 3, ~1!

whereG is the elastic~shear! modulus,l is the characteristic
length of the elementary mechanical unit, andTc is the char-
acteristic temperature above which the system loses the
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ticity. More strictly speaking,l gives the range of the elasti
interactions. In general, glasses are much more rigid than
for the same composition becausel is much smaller for a

typical glass than it is for a gel (j@ l̄ ).
For the colloidal systems we consider here, provided th

is a significant difference inl between glasses and gels, it
straightforward to distinguish them in terms of the abo
general relationship. However, whenl becomes comparabl
for glassy and gel states, it is difficult to distinguish them
mechanical measurements.

IV. AN EXPLICIT EXAMPLE: THE PHASE DIAGRAM
OF LAPONITE SUSPENSIONS

Before discussing the phase behavior, we briefly desc
Laponite. Laponite is a synthetic clay colloid with a dis
shape; its diameterd is ;30 nm and its thicknessh is
;1 nm. The densityrL is about 2.65 g/cm3. Laponite sus-
pensions are known to form a nematic phase abovef
.4 wt % @20#. We limit our discussion here to the isotrop
region.

The particles are negatively charged atpH510; we con-
sider onlypH510 here; the highpH ensures the chemica
stability of the particles. The charge density is higher on
faces of a disk than its side, which may play an importa
role in gel formation. The number of surface charges o
face is the order of 103e. To control the interparticle inter-
actions, one may add salt~NaCl! to the suspensions. Increa
ing the ionic strengthI ~increasing salt concentrationfs)
screens the Coulomb interactions between the disk. The
terparticle electrostatic potential may be modeled by
Yukawa potential exp(2kr)/r, with k being the inverse of the
Debye screening lengthl D5k21. Here k5(ekBT/2e2)I 1/2,
with e being the dielectric constant,e the electron charge
andkB Boltzmann’s constant. Thus,l D is a decreasing func
tion of the ionic strengthI. Upon increasingI, the electro-
static potential is screened more strongly; eventually van
Waals attractions may prevail over the electrostatic rep
sion, leading to the colloids sticking together, i.e., gel form
tion.

We will argue here that the competition between~aniso-
tropic! long-range repulsions and van der Waals attracti
induces the sequential transition between a repulsive gl
an attractive glass, and a gel in Laponite suspensions. S
matic drawings representing these three states are show
Fig. 1.

Dependence of the composition of ergodic-nonergodic
transition on the ionic strength

1. Colloidal glass

We previously proposed that the nonergodic state t
forms at or belowI'1024M is a colloidal Wigner glass
@7,8#, although the volume fraction is extremely low (f
'0.01), compared to ‘‘normal’’~spherical! colloids for
which glasses are obtained forf'0.5. This can be attributed
to the electrostatic interactions, since the particles are hea
4-2
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NONERGODIC STATES OF CHARGED COLLOIDAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 031404 ~2004!
charged. This electrostatic repulsion leads to an effective
ume fraction that is much larger than one would expect fr
their size alone.

The effective volume per particle can then be estimated
(4/3)pd2l D by adding the Debye length to the particle siz
If this exceeds the volume per particle, which is estimated
pd2h/f, the free volume is not available and thus a glas
state can be formed. The volume fraction for the liquid-gla
transition is given byfe f f'0.5 and thus varies asf lg
;h/ l D}I 1/2. This means that if we add salt, we shift th
liquid-glass transition to a higher volume fraction of pa
ticles. This is in strong contrast with gelation, for which ad
ing salt shifts the sol-gel transition to lower volume fractio
Thus, we can check whether a system is glass or ge
simply looking at the sign ofdf lg /dI.

Measurement of the phase diagram in the volume frac
f/ionic strengthI plane allows us to locate the transitio
between liquid and glassy states. The experimentally de
mined volume fraction for which the glass formsf lg can
then be compared with the above prediction:f lg}I 1/2. This
prediction was indeed confirmed experimentally forI
<1024M by Levitz et al. @9#, which strongly supports ou
previous proposal@7,8# that the Laponite system forms
colloidal glass stabilized by electrostatic repulsions foI
<1024M . The picture based on the electrostatic repuls
between the charged particles provides us with a picture
colloidal glass of relatively densely packed particles with
effective size determined by the Debye screening length

For f;0.01, the interparticle distancel is estimated to be
in the order of 30 nm. Then the elasticity is estimated fro
Eq. ~1! to be about 100 N/m2, which is roughly the same
order as the experimentally observed value. This also s
ports the picture that a Laponite suspension whose io
strength is less thanI 51024M is a glass-forming liquid.

2. Colloidal gel

The transition line between fluid and nonequilibriu
states changes dramatically forI .1023M : the volume frac-
tion separating the liquid and the nonergodic state decre
with an increase inI @11,21#. As already mentioned above
this suggests that the nonergodic state is a gel state: the
salt one adds, the easier it is to form a gel, i.e., gelat
happens for a lowerf.

Mourchid et al. @11,21# studied the sol-gel transition in
detail. They found ample evidence that suggests that
liquid-solid transition observed aboveI>1023M is the sol-
gel transition.

~i! The viscosity diverges while approaching to the sol-
transition compositionfsg with an increase inf at a con-
stant ionic strength in a liquid domain as

h5hwater~12f/fsg!
2m, ~2!

wherehwater is the viscosity of water andm50.9. This is a
characteristic feature of sol-gel transition.

~ii ! In the elastic region, the elastic modulusG8 was
found to increase withf as
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G85A~f2fsg!
v, ~3!

where v52.35. This is also a characteristic feature of t
elastic behavior of gel.

3. Attractive glass?

In the intermediate region betweenI 51023M and I
51024M , here is hardly any dependence onI of the thresh-
old composition separating an ergodic from a nonergo
state~see Fig. 2!; both attractive and repulsive interaction
should be important, suggesting that this may be a reg
where an attractive glass forms.

4. Phase separation

At a very high ionic strength, a macroscopically homog
neous state becomes unstable and a system phase-sep
possibly competing with gelation. Such behavior is also o
served for suspensions of charged spherical colloids@22#.
This competition between phase separation and gelatio
generic to dynamically asymmetric mixtures such as polym
solutions and colloidal suspensions@23#.

Based on these considerations, we propose a phase
gram that should be generic to charged colloidal suspens
~when ordered states such as crystals and liquid crystals
not formed!. The phase diagram specific to Laponite susp
sions is schematically shown in Fig. 2. We point out that t
phase diagram has common features to that of polym
doped colloidal suspensions@24–27#, which is schematically
shown in Fig. 3. The primary difference between the tw
phase diagrams is the composition range:f lg exists even
below 1% for Laponite suspensions, while it exists abo
50% for polymer-doped colloidal suspensions.

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of Laponite suspensions. Coexistenc
phase separation and gelation is characteristic of a system
forms ‘‘physical’’ gel. Larger I means shorterk, or the weaker
electrostatic repulsion. Strictly speaking, this should be calle
state diagram since a system is not in an equilibrium state.
4-3
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V. HOW CAN WE DISTINGUISH GLASSES
AND GELS EXPERIMENTALLY?

An obvious difference between gels and glasses is st
tural: the static structure factorS(q) should be significantly
different, as is schematically shown in Fig. 4. Thus,S(q), as
measurable in scattering experiments, can be used as a
gerprint to distinguish gel from glass. For gels, there is

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of~uncharged! colloidal suspensions~see
also Refs.@24–27#!. Larger concentration of polymersfp means
the stronger attractive interactions. The shaded circle represent
critical point of the repulsive glass-attractive glass transition. In t
system, repulsive interactions are due to hard-core potentials.
absence of long-range repulsive interactions is a key factor crea
the large difference in the phase diagram between Laponite sus
sions and polymer-doped colloidal suspensions.

FIG. 4. Characteristic features ofS(q) for gel ~dashed line! and
glass~solid line!. The peak at the highq side of gel may be located
between 2p/d and 2p/h for a Laponite suspension. Here we no
that an unstable gel~or phase-separating gel! should have a peak a
the lowq side that is followed by the power-law tail~instead of the
Ornstein-Zernike-like behavior! @3#, reflecting the existence of th
characteristic size of the growing network structure. This is cha
teristic feature of spinodal decomposition@22,23#.
03140
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distinct peak at the wave number corresponding to the
verse of l̄ ~the interparticle distance!. Gel systems exhibit a
peak at largerq, reflecting the short interparticle distanc
between aggregating particles, and also excess scatteri
low q, reflecting the correlation of the concentration fluctu
tions associated with the network structure~see Fig. 4!. For
qj,1, this excess scattering is described by the Ornst
Zernike form for a stable gel as

S~q!;1/~11q2j2!. ~4!

For qj@1@qd, there would be a power-law tail in th
high q side ofS(q), reflecting the fractal nature of the ne
work structure:

S~q!;q2df , ~5!

wheredf is the fractal dimension@5#.
For colloidal glasses, on the other hand,S(q) should have

a peak aroundq52p/ l̄ and no characteristic features
lower q because of its homogeneity beyond the length sc
of l̄ ~see Fig. 4!.

Thus, there are crucial differences in the characteri
features ofS(q) between gel and glass, which can be used
a fingerprint to distinguish gel and glass. Below we app
this criterion to reveal the nature of nonergodic states
Laponite suspensions.

A. Gel regime

For Laponite suspensions withI>1023M a clearq de-
pendence ofS(q) indicative of the fractal structure was ob
served by Pignonet al. @12–14# and by Nicolai and Cocard
@18#. Pignonet al. @12–14# determined the fractal dimensio
for Laponite suspensions atI>1023M . Nicolai and Cocard
measured the correlation lengthj. They found that it in-
creases with the gelation timetw and with I, but decreases
with f ~see Fig. 5!. All these features are consistent with th
hypothesis that Laponite suspensions atI>1023M form a
gel.

An additional observation by Nicolai and Cocard@18# is
that, due to the increase in the correlation length, the int
sity of the scattered lightS also increases withtw and with I
~see Fig. 6!. This constitutes, as we will see below, an im
portant difference with glasses.

B. Glass regime

The nature of a nonergodic state belowI 51023M is sub-
tler. A high q power-law tail inS(q) suggestive of a fracta
structure was reported aroundI 51024M @16,17#. Hence,
this nonergodic state was also believed to be a gel. Howe
we have recently shown that thisq dependence ofS(q)
aroundI 51024M is spurious: it is due to incompletely dis
solved aggregates of particles. These aggregates can b
moved or destroyed simply by filtering the suspensions w
out affecting the elasticity. Hence the observed ‘‘structure’
not at the basis of the elasticity. A filtered sample exhibits
q dependence ofS(q) during the entire process of aging
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This indicates that concentration fluctuations are not spati
correlated in the measuredq range and that the system

homogeneous beyond the length scale ofl̄ . Thus, we con-
cluded that a nonergodic state atI;1024M is a Wigner
glass. The absence ofq dependence ofS(q) was also con-
firmed by Knaebelet al. @10#.

Another characteristic feature ofS(q) of glass is in the
high q region ~see Fig. 4!. Levitz et al. @9# found an amor-

phous peak aroundq52p/ l̄ in Laponite suspensions wit
low ionic strength, which supports that a Laponite susp
sion is a glass-forming liquid forI<1024M . This picture

FIG. 5. Relationship among the characteristic lengthj scaled by

l̄ , j/ l̄ , the ionic strengthI, and the volume fraction of colloidf. In
the repulsive glass regime, the characteristic length is prima

determined solely byf, which is roughly equal tol̄ , while in the
attractive gel regime it steeply increases withI.

FIG. 6. Temporal change in the scattering intensity normali
by that attw50, S/S0 for Laponite suspensions. For gelation in th
region of the attractive interactionS/S0 increases with the waiting
time tw , reflecting the increase in the size of aggregates and
resulting increase in the correlation length. For the aging of
glassy state,S/S0 decreases with time, reflecting an increase in
repulsive interaction~a decrease in the osmotic compressibility!,
which is induced by the cooperative redistribution of counter a
salt ions and charged colloids.
03140
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is also supported by real-space electron microscopy obse
tions by Mourchidet al. @11# that show that most of the
particles are isolated and are well apart from each other.

Finally, the intensity of the scattered lightSalso decreases
with tw ~see Fig. 6!. For colloidal suspensions, the scatter
intensity is proportional to the osmotic compressibili
;df/dP, with P the osmotic pressure. The decrease
scattering intensity signals a decrease in compressibi
consistent with the formation of a ‘‘solid like’’ glassy phas
Thus, the sign of]S/]t can also be used as a fingerprint
distinguish glasses from gels. Direct measurement of the
motic pressure@20# also clearly shows that the interactio
between Laponite particles in this region of the phase d
gram is strongly repulsive.

C. Attractive glass

Avery and Ramsay@17# show that although their sample
become elastic, there is no gel-like structure for salinities
to I;1023M . In addition, there is no evident increase in t
scattering intensity during the aging and no clearq depen-
dence in the highq region reminiscent of the fractal structur
of gel. This indicates that we are dealing with a glassy st
The location of the liquid-glass transition line in phase d
gram, however, disagrees with the assumption that it i
simple repulsive glassy state: atI;1023M the transition
happens at much lower volume fractions than can be an
pated fromf lg}I 1/2. Therefore, this region of the phase di
gram appears to be a glassy state, for which interpart
attractions are very important. We tentatively conclude t
this region corresponds to an attractive glass~see Figs. 1 and
2!, although further detailed study is necessary to confirm
existence and to elucidate the nature of the repulsive gl
attractive glass transition.

D. Suspensions and sols

An increase in the cluster size withI in a liquid state was
also reported by Bakket al. @28#. They also point out that
particles may exist without aggregation without salt, or f
I 51024M . This indicates that an ergodic state atI
<1024M is a liquid and ‘‘not’’ a sol, different from the case
of I>1023M described above. Nicolai and Cocard@18# have
also reported excess scattering~i.e., the existence of clusters!
in the liquid state at rather high salt. Therefore, a signature
the sol-gel transition may already be present at high salt e
in the liquid phase, whereas the liquid-glass transition has
structural precursors in the liquid phase~see
Fig. 2!.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we have discussed the differences and s
larities between glasses and gels and have proposed a ge
phase diagram for charged colloidal suspensions as a f
tion of ionic strength. The phase diagram suggests the e
tence of a transition between repulsive and attractive gla
states, and between an attractive glass and a gel s
In addition, there may be a difference~and hence maybe a
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e
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transition! between a homogeneous liquid dispersion an
sol ~in the sense of a precursor to the gel phase!.

A repulsive glass-attractive glass transition in colloid
suspensions was recently reported in polymer-doped co
dal suspensions and has since then attracted considerab
tention @24–27#. Our study suggests an interesting conn
tion between the phase behavior of charged colloi
suspensions~see Fig. 2! and that of polymer-doped colloida
suspensions~see Fig. 3!.
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